Introduction. Let (X,2F,ix) be a finite measure space, and let T be a contraction in real L P (X). (i.e. T is linear and ||T||<1). It is said that the Dominated Ergodic Theorem holds for T, if there exists a constant c p such that, if M(T)f(x) = sup n 1/n {H-l T k f(x)\ then ||M(T)/|| P < c p \\f\\ p for every / in
It is well known that if T is a contraction in L x and L oe then the theorem holds for any p,l<p <°°, [3] . If T is a contraction in only one L p , l<p<oo, the theorem is false in general [2] , but Akcoglu has shown that if T is positive (i.e. />0 implies T/>0) then the theorem is true [1] . For a non-positive contraction in L p , it is natural to ask under which extra conditions the Dominated Ergodic Theorem holds. In this note we give a partial answer to this question. Our main result is the following theorem. Therefore if Th = h, \h\ = 1, the same estimate holds for T and we get the result by interpolation.
4. Continuous flows. Let {T(f); t>0} be a strongly measurable semigroup of contractions in L p and L«>, and let's assume that T(t)g = g for all t and some
